
> LEARN ABOUT THE
DIFFERENT TYPES OF

PATHOGEN THAT CAN
CAUSE ILLNESSES AND

ABOUT THE BODY’S
DEFENCES AGAINST

ILLNESS AND DISEASE
> INVESTIGATE HOW TO

LIMIT THE SPREAD OF
DISEASE AND THE

DIFFERENT METHODS OF
INTERVENING WITH

VACCINES AND DRUG
TREATMENTS

> BEGIN TO APPRECIATE
THE PROBLEMS

ASSOCIATED WITH NEW
STRAINS OF RESISTANT
PATHOGENS SUCH AS

MRSA AND HOW WE CAN
HALT THE SPREAD 

OF DISEASE

TODAY 
YOU 

WILL...

“The winter vomiting bug
has hit over million
already this winter – what
can we do to stop it in its
tracks?”

“GPs turn to old swine flu
vaccine as seasonal flu
death toll hits 50...” 

“It’s shut down schools,
closed oil rigs and forced
cruise ships back to dock
early, but what exactly is
the norovirus?”

“Antibiotic 'apocalypse'
warning...”

The above are newspaper

headlines from January

2013. This type of alarm is

becoming more and more

commonplace in the

media, but is there a real

reason to worry or panic,

and what can we do about

it? This lesson plan will

inspire pupils to dig

beneath the scare stories

and identify both genuine

areas of concern, and

ways in which these could

be addressed. Strong

cross-curricular links with

English, history and drama

are encouraged, with

learners enjoying acting

out some scenes in

gruesome detail!

TURN OVER TO CONTINUE >>
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STARTER ACTIVITY

MICROBE MODELLING
Introduce students to the main types

of pathogen that invade the body to

cause illness including bacteria and

viruses. A fun activity for students is

to design their own pathogen using

modelling materials. Encourage

them to look at images of real

pathogens and to conduct some

research in order to choose a

pathogen to model. Example

websites containing suitable images,

including electron microscopy,

include BBC GCSE Bitesize

[Additional Resource 1] and the

Association of the British

Pharmaceutical Industry’s web

resources for schools [AR 2]. A

wonderful resource from the Society

for General Microbiology is Microbe

Passport [AR3] where students learn

about animated microbes through

an imaginary microscope. Other

microorganisms that are interesting

to study include fungi, which can be

both helpful and harmful in the body.

Use microscopy with yeast and

warm sugar solution to investigate

fungal reproduction by budding.

Planet Science suggests an

interesting context involving ancient

Egypt [AR 4]. Experiments with yeast

are particularly useful because the

action of yeast is also visible to the

naked eye. Bread making is a

popular way of looking at the

positive ways in which

microorganisms are used.

SUPERBUGS
NEED 

SUPERDRUGS

LESSON
PLAN
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Tap into students’ sense of the dramatic, with 
Dr Joanna Rhodes’ enjoyable and intriguing look at

how microbiology affects the world around us…
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MICROBIOLOGY
Many organisms can be

prevented from entering our

body by using good hygiene.

Students will enjoy a visual and

practical demonstration of this

by undertaking their own

microbiology. This can be done

safely and to great effect in the

classroom by culturing agar

plates with fingerprints from

before and after hand washing.

Resources to enable schools to

perform a range of microbiology

practicals safely are available on

the teachers area of the Society

for General Microbiology

website [AR 5]. I would introduce

an interesting context such as

reducing the spread of winter

vomiting (norovirus) by telling

students they have to produce a

presentation to cruise ship

passengers that promotes hand

washing. Learners could also

produce posters to be displayed

on decks or in cabins. They

could even photograph their

own agar plates as

‘propaganda’. As an extension

to this activity, pupils can also

use cultured plates in order to

investigate the effectiveness of

different hand soaps in killing

bacteria by measuring the

inhibition zones around the

plates after incubation. Ask them

to imagine their school wants to

introduce a new hand gel or

soap in the toilets; can they act

as consultants and recommend

the best product?

MAIN ACTIVITIES

1

LESSON
PLAN

+ ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES
AR1: BBC GCSE BITESIZE
TINYURL.COM/CDM8RHR
AR2: ABPI WEB RESOURCES
TINYURL.COM/ANOPEQH
AR3: MICROBE PASSPORTS
TINYURL.COM/BGZ8XVN
AR4: PLANET SCIENCE “PASTEUR AND
PLASTIC BAGS” TINYURL.COM/8VJPZB9
AR5: THE SOCIETY FOR GENERAL
MICROBIOLOGY TEACHERS’ PAGE
TINYURL.COM/ATQULNX
AR6: BBC HISTORY WEBSITE
TINYURL.COM/9JNDXYK
AR7: BBC NEWS WEBSITE
TINYURL.COM/AZ2TT6D
AR8: CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL
AND PREVENTION TINYURL.COM/ACSP6Z8

INFO BAR

+ STRETCH 
THEM FURTHER
+ THE SPANISH CUCUMBER CRISIS
IN THIS EPIDEMIOLOGY WHO-DUNNIT
STUDENTS ATTEMPT TO HALT THE
SPREAD OF E-COLI ACROSS EUROPE,
INTERVIEWING THEIR PEERS WHO HAVE
‘CONTRACTED’ THE DISEASE TO WORK
OUT HOW THE ILLNESS HAS SPREAD, SO
YOU CAN STOP THE SOURCE BEFORE
THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE ARE INFECTED!
THIS ACTIVITY IS INCREDIBLY FUN TO
PLAN AND EXECUTE WITH AN ABLE
GROUP OF PUPILS. FLIP CHARTS AND A
CONTROL CENTRE ADD TO THE
EXCITEMENT AS LEARNERS INTERVIEW
EACH OTHER TO DISCOVER WHAT AND
WHERE THEY HAVE EATEN, WHERE THEY
HAVE TRAVELLED AND WHOM THEY
HAVE MET. OTHER CONTEXTS YOU
COULD USE INCLUDE THE SPREAD OF
AN OUTBREAK OF AVIAN OR SWINE FLU
OR SARS. SUPPORTING EPIDEMIOLOGY
RESOURCES FOR THE CLASSROOM,
INCLUDING ‘DISEASE DETECTIVES’ ARE
AVAILABLE FROM THE CENTRE FOR
DISEASE PREVENTION [AR 8].

HOME LEARNING
1. SNOT AND GUNGE

Conditions in your body are perfect for bacteria

to grow and viruses to multiply. How does your

body protect itself? Students could link this with

the keeping healthy aim of investigating the

minerals and vitamins you need to keep your

immune system healthy. More able students

could describe what happens when immune

systems begin to fail, including the effect of HIV.

2. ANTIBIOTIC AWARENESS

Design a poster or leaflet for the GP surgery

explaining why it is important that patients only

get antibiotics when they are needed and that

you should always finish a course of antibiotics.

Could your local doctors’ surgery display the

winners and run the activity as a competition?

+
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Vaccination, whether against flu

or the MMR, is a vital tool in

disease prevention. One of its

greatest successes is the almost

worldwide eradication of

smallpox, ‘the speckled

monster’. The history of this

success is fascinating, with the

disease having first been

documented in ancient Egypt in

the mummified remains of

Rameses V. The speckled

monster has a long history of

infecting humans until the link

between smallpox and cowpox

was discovered, and this is

given comprehensively on the

BBC’s history website [AR 6].

Split the class into groups and

ask each group to act out a mini

scene from the history of

smallpox. You could begin by

giving them fact cards printed

out from under the headings on

the BBC article, but then ask

them to widen their research

using the internet at home or in

school. More able students may

even act out and rehearse a

script. Some pupils will

particularly enjoy acting out the

symptoms of a gruesome death!

Could students use a cross

curricular link with drama to

perform their play to other

groups of learners in the school?

2 THE SPECKLED MONSTER
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+ ABOUT 
THE EXPERT

Dr Joanna L. Rhodes

M.Chem, D.Phil,

MRSC is a teacher of

science at Shelley

College,

Huddersfield.

DOCTOR DOCTOR

Within the media there is

often panic about disease.

As recently as 23 January

the BBC published an article

entitled “Antibiotic

‘apocalypse’ warning” [AR

7]. Antibiotics are one of

modern medicine’s most

profound successes. But

their widespread use could

become their downfall. Only

the superdrugs, the

strongest antibiotics we

have, retain any

effectiveness against some

dangerous bacteria such as

tuberculosis and MRSA – but

the more we use them the

greater the risk of the

superbugs mutating and

becoming even more

resistant to treatment. The

two main ways we

encourage resistance are by

using antibiotics when they

are not needed – such as

when infected by a virus –

and also by not finishing a

prescribed course. Doctors

are therefore at the front line

in the continuing success in

our fight against the

superdrugs. Divide students

into pairs and supply them

with patient and doctor

cards. On the former you can

write the symptoms and type

of illness the patient has.

The doctor then has to

decide whether to prescribe

nothing, prescribe

painkillers, send the patient

for tests, call for an

ambulance, or prescribe

antibiotics. Give the patient

the correct course of action

at the bottom of their card to

feedback to the doctor

before swapping over.

SUMMARY

+ KEY RESOURCE
+ BRING SCIENCE LESSONS TO LIFE WITH
ARKIVE.ORG – THE ULTIMATE MULTIMEDIA
GUIDE TO THE NATURAL WORLD. WITH
OVER 100,000 AMAZING PHOTOS AND
VIDEOS, GAMES AND FREE TEACHING
RESOURCES, ARKIVE IS A UNIQUE
EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE FOR 
SCIENCE TEACHERS.
+ EXPLORE OVER 40 FREE, FUN-PACKED,
CURRICULUM-LINKED TEACHING
RESOURCES FOR 5 TO 18 YEAR OLDS,
INCLUDING LESSON PLANS AND ACTIVITIES
COVERING KEY SECONDARY SCIENCE
TOPICS SUCH AS ADAPTATION, FOOD
CHAINS AND CLASSIFICATION.
+ LOOKING FOR A LESSON FOR THIS
NATIONAL SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
WEEK? ENGAGE STUDENTS IN A WORLD 
OF EXPLORATION AND DISCOVERY 
WITH ARKIVE'S LATEST ‘SPECIES 
DISCOVERY’ RESOURCE.
FIND FREE RESOURCES TODAY 
AT ARKIVE.ORG/TS


